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6. Introduetion 

0. Introduetion 

Nuclear fusion is one of the most promising solutions to a continuously growing energy demand._ 

Fusion is the process based on the fact that if two light nuclei fuse into one heavier nucleus, mass is 
converted into energy. Nuclear fusion reactions in a pure deuterium plasma as applied at TEXTOR [IJ 

give rise to approximately equal numbers of 2.5 Me V neutrons and 1.0 Me V tritons. 

d + d ~ 3He + n En= 2.45 MeV 

d+d~ 3T+p E7 =1.01MeV 

The tritons will be confined and take nearly 1 s to slow down and thermalize. During slowing-down 
there is a small amount of tritons which undergo a d-t fusion reaction (triton bumup), thereby 

generating a 14.1 Me V neutron. 

d + t ~ 4He + n En= 14.1 Me V 

By observing the 2.5 and 14.1 MeV neutron emissions, information on the slowing-down time and 

confinement of the tritons can be obtained. Since the 3.5 Me V a particles emitted in d-t _fusion 

reactions have Larmor radius and slowing-down time similar to those of the 1 Me V tritons, the 

information obtained from triton bum-up measurements in deuterium plasmas is of direct relevanee to 

studies of a partiele heating of deuterium-tritium plasmas [21 
• The neutron yield from a fusion plasma 

also is a direct indicator of the generated fusion power. 

A comprehensive range of neutron diagnostics is installed on TEXTOR for use with deuterium 

plasma. For time resolved 2.5 MeV neutron yield monitors, a 3He-filled proportional counter 
embedded in Bonner sphere [1.

2
.21 and a hydragen free liquid scintillator [LZ.Il are used; for a time 

resolved 14.1 Me V neutron monitor a Si(Li) diode [21 can be used. The Neutron Diagnostic Group at 

the Heidelberg University uses activation measurements [31 to determine the time-integrated neutron 

yield and to calibrate the time-resolved measurements. The activation metbod requires the exposure of 

suitable materials to the neutron flux close to the vacuum vessel during a single discharge and their 

assay for induced radioactivity shortly thereafter. For measuring 2.5 Me V neutrons In, Y, Ni, Zn and 
Ti pure samples are used and for 14.1 Me V neutrons Ce, Cu and Si [3·

41
• It is also possible to measure 

both 2.5 and 14.1 MeV neutrons for one discharge by using compound samples consisting of 2 

different materials. The principle advantages offered by the activation technique are the large dynamic 

range of the measurement and the fact that the metbod is essentially free from mechanica!, electrical, 

magnetic and radiation background problems. Furthermore, the necessary equipment is simple and 

reliable. Unfortunately, the sensivity of the measurement is low and a minimum neutron fluence of 

· 106 and 107 n/cm2 at the irradiation position is necessary for a useful activation of the sample 

materials [Nies, 95]. 
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The assignment for my graduation at TEXTOR was to: 

• investigate the use of Cu as activation material for 14.1 Me V neutrons; 

• perform triton hum-up measurements by using Si as activation material; 

• calibrate the compound sample Y/Ce to deterrnine both the 2.5 and 14.1 Me V neutron yield in one 

measurement; 

• investigate the triton hum-up in dependent upon various plasma parameters as plasma current, Ip 
,and the power of the D0 beam heated discharge; 

• to develop an automatic procedure for performing the measurements. 
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1. TEXTOR 

1.1. The tokamak 

The experimental device in which a deuterium plasma is generated at TEXTOR is called a tokamak. 

A sketch of the tokamak is depicted in fig 1.1. In this device, the plasma is kept inside a toroidal 

vessel by means of magnetic fields. The main magnetic field, B
9
• is in toroidal direction and is 

produced by extemal coils surrounding the vessel. A gas is injected into the vessel and ionized, after 

which a toroidal plasma current, lp , is induced in the plasma by using it as the secondary winding of 

the transformer. Ohrnic dissipation will cause the plasma to heat up. Furthermore, the plasma current 

creates a poloidal magnetic field B8 , which, combined with B
9

, results in magnetic field lines that are 

helically twisted around the vessel. To restrain the outward expansion of the current carrying plasma, 

owing to the toroidal geometry, a vertical magnetic field Bz is used. In this way the ionized plasma 

particles, which are held by the magnetical field in small gyrating orbits, are trapped inside the vessel 

and confinement of the plasma is achieved. 

fig.l.I: Sketch of a tokamak 

Ohrnic dissipation alone is nat sufficient to reach the high temperatures required for fusion since the 
resistivity of the plasma decreases with increased temperature. Therefore additional heating of the 

plasma is necessary. 
The additional heating of TEXTOR is performed by Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) and 

radiofrequency heating in the ion cyclotron frequency range (ICRH). The implementation with their 
· main characteristics of the NBI and ICRH systems installed on TEXTOR is shown in fig. 1.2. The 

ICRH system is constituted by two heating lines each fed by one 2 MW generator and for the Neutral 

Beam Injection, TEXTOR is equipped with two beam lines each fed by one ion source. 
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fig 1.2: TEXTOR heating system, with 2 antennapairs (ICRH) and 2 neutral 
injector systems (one CO and one COUtrJER injector) [Messiaen, 94] 

1.1.1. Neutral Beam Injection 

High energy neutral particles are injected into the plasma, become ionized and transfer their energy to 

the plasma by Coulomb collisions. Two beams are hooked up to the TEXTOR device for 
simultaneous tangential injection with the plasma current (co-injection) and opposite to the plasma 

current (counter-injection). Hydrogen and deuterium beams have been injected into the deuterium 

plasma. 

Fig. 1.3 shows the time history for a typical D0 in n+ injection of the plasma current lp ; the electron -

temperature and -density; the singular heating powers of the NBI injectors and the lCRH antennas; 

and finally the total heating power included the ohmical heating. In the same plot the total radiation is 
given. The plasma current lp is a measure for the ohmical heating. During the ohmic phase of the 

discharge, the temperature yields toabout 1 keV, dependent on lp. As soon as the injection starts the 
temperature raises steeply up to the ke V -range and stays high. 
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Fig. 1.3: Time history ofthe plasma current lp ; the electron temperature T. the electron density n.; the heating 
powers ofthe NB! and the ICRH systems, andfinally the total heating power tagether with the total radiation. 

1.1.2. Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating 
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Plasma is a medium in which electromagnetic waves can be generated very easily. The principle of 
ion cyclotron resonance heating is analogous to that of microwave heating. Radio frequency (RF) 
electromagnetic waves are radiated into the plasma by antennas which are placed on the edge of the 
plasma, see fig. 1.2 . The electromagnetic waves are radiated to the antennas by transmission lines. 
The frequency of these waves has been chosen so that the particles in the plasma can vibrate with the 
electromagnetic waves very easily and so that the wave energy is absorbed by the ions through 
cyclotron acceleration. For TEXTOR the ICRH system has been operated from 25 Mhz to 38 Mhz 

with the antenna system. 
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1.2. Neutron counting systemsfor ICRH and NBI experiments 

Two neutron detectors are used at TEXTOR for ICRH and NBI experiments, a hydragen free 

scintillation cell BC509 and a 3He proportional counter indicated at TEXTOR as Neu4 and He3 

counters respectively. 

1.2.1. Neu4 neutron counter 

BC509 cells have a low hydragen content and are therefore quite insensitive to neutrons but offer a 
good efficiency for y ray detection. The response of BC509 cells is to low energy neutrons is small,

but increases significantly at energies above a few hundred keV, due to inelastic scattering of fast 
neutrons on fluorine atoms included in the scintillation medium. This phenomenon can be reduced by 

surrounding the cell with an appropriate layer of moderator. Therefore the hydrogen-free cells are 
more appropriate for y ray detection in a moderate neutron flux. On the other hand, the response to 
neutrons can be greatly increased by locating the hydrogen-free scintillation cells in an appropriate 
shielding. A 15 cm thick lead castie surrounds the liquid scintillator involved in neutron yield 

measurements. The lead layer plays a double role in neutron detection. First, y rays coming from the 

extemal side of the shielding are attenuated by a factor close to 103 in the worst case. Secondly, as a 
consequence of inelastic scattering of high energy neutrons ( E > 0.6 Me V ) and capture of slow 

neutrons, energetic gammas are produced within the lead and more particularly in the vicinity of the 

scintillation cells. 
These two phenomena conduce to enhance greatly a ratio, K, that is defined as the response of the 
detector to neutrons, divided by its response to gammas. A complete detector, including a BC509 
hydragen free cell associated with a lead shielding, becomes essentially a neutron sensitive detector 

and offers a good yray rejection [Delvigne, 90]. 

1.2.2 He3 neutron counter 

For the He3 counter, a Bonner sphere is used. This consists of polyethylene, which moderates the 
incoming fast neutrons into ones with thermal energies. Spherical 3He-filled proportional counters are 
placed in the centre of the Bonner sphere to form a good system for ICRH and NBI experiments on 
TEXTOR. 3He proportional counters have a high detection efficiency. To use a Bonner sphere as a 
neutron flux monitor, the shape of the degraded neutron spectrum i~ measured with an ionization 

chamber to have a criterion to choose the appropriate diameter of the polyethylene sphere. The He3 

counter bas been calibrated by in situ measurements [1.3]. 
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1.3. In situ eaUbration of neutron detectors on TEXTOR 

Neutron yield measurements are performed at the Jülich Tokamak experiment TEXTOR with He3 

and Neu4 detectors located around the Tokamak. Owing to the large structure of the machine and the 

extended diagnostic equipment both virgin and scattered neutrons are detected. The detector response 

for a detector varies strongly with the toroidal position of the neutron emitting volume element, i.e. a 

toroidal scan had to be performed with a neutron source. To prepare a Bonner sphere of appropriate 

response, the shape of the degraded neutron spectrum was determined with a spherical ionization 

chamber in situ. For this calibration the plasma souree has been simulated by a point souree 238 Pu/B. 

A souree also aften used for calibration of neutron detectors is the 252Cf spontaneons fission souree 

because the speetral fluence is very well known. Ho wever one disadvantage is that the 252 Cf spectrum 

does not adequately represent a plasma neutron spectrum. The neutron souree of a Pu/B souree 

represents the plasma neutrons much better than the one of a Cf source. 

The souree is moved around the torus with constant velocity and the detector signal is counted 

contiuously, resulting in the total distribution of the detector efficiency. To move the neutron souree 

inside the vacuum vessel, a circular track was installed for a model train. On a wagon of this train, a 

thin plastic holder was mounted to keep the neutron souree holder and the train was tumed around the 

torus for several hours with constant speed. The data of the neutron counters was counted in two 

ways: (a) a simple counter integrated the data in time and performed the total integration; (b) each 

round a multichannel sealing analyzer (MCS) was triggered by the rnaving train in the same position 

and the events wereadded every round. Finally, the calibration factor is determined by the ratio of 

these counts and the known neutron flux of the PuiB souree [Hoenen, 92]. 

The in situ calibration is a useful calibration but the main disadvantage is that it is very difficult to 

perform. 
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2. Significanee of 14.1 Me V neutron studies 

The fundamental requirement for an ignition device, is that the charged particles produced hy the 

fusion reactions should he well confined in order to allow them the time to transfer their energy to the 

plasma, and, in this way to overcome the plasma energy losses. In deuterium plasma discharges, 1.01 

Me V tritons are produced with a nearly equal prohahility as that for the 2.45 Me V tritons. 

The secondary reaction; 

d+d~ 3He+n 

d+d~ 3T+p 

En= 2.45MeV 

Er= 1.01 MeV 

d + t ~ 4He + n En= 14.1 Me V 

proceeds as a hy-product of the first and is called the hum-up reaction. The cross-section of the T( d,n) 
4He reaction has a maximum value around the triton energy of 170 keV. The 1 Me V tritons generated 

hy the T(d,n)4He reaction slow down and hum around the energy of 170 keV, according to fig 2.1. 

3 4 
D( He,p) He " 

-I 

"' 10 c .... 
c 

\/' , ~ , 
.c 

b 10-2 

IÖ3 

IÖ4 

10 10
2 

10
3 

ENERGY (keV) 

Fig.2.1: Fusion reaction cross·sections. The 1 Mev_triton slows down through the peak ofthe d(t,n) cross-section. 

Therefore the timetrace of 14 Me V neutrons is delayed fora slowing down time from 1 MeV to 170 

ke V. The 1 Me V triton that is generated is of interest owing to its similar kinematics to the 3.5 Me V a 
particles, which might he used for the heating of a d-t plasma in a future commercial fusion reaction. 

When the confined tritons are slowing down and thermalized in the plasma the abovementioned triton 
hum-up reaction is possible therehy generating a 14.1 MeV neutron. The flux of these neutrons 

depends on the slowing down of the tritons and how well the tritons are confmed. A good triton 

confinement is of interest because of: 
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• to generate as much a particles as possible. a particles can only arise when enough d-t reactions 
take place. These reactions only take place if the tritons are slowed down by collisions until the 
energy is reached at which the cross section of the d-t reaction is maximaL The tritons are slowed 

down if they are well confined within the plasma. The triton burn-up is a measure for the 
confinement In a good confinement many a particles are generated. 

• to confine the a particles long enough to be possible to transfer their energy into the plasma. 
Because the 1 MeV triton has similar kinematics as the 3.5 MeV a particles, the a particles are 
well confined if the tritons also are. 

In future commercial fusion reactors a deuterium-tritium (d-t) plasma will be used, i.e: 

d + t -7 
4He {3.5 Me V)+ n (14.1 Me V) 

In a d-t plasma the tritium must be bred from lithium using the neutrons generated by the future 
teactions. The breed reactions are: 

n + 6Li ~ 4He [2.1 MeV] + T [2.7 MeV] 

n + 7Li ~ 4He + T + n' - 2.5 Me V 

The tritium will be used as fuel for the fusion raction. 

The a particles are electrically charged and do not leave the plasma. In good confmement they will 

heat the plasma. The aim of d-t plasma tokamaks will be burning conditions, i.e. the energy released 
from the d-t mixture is larger than the energy input heating the plasma. With break-even (released 

energy = energy input) soon to be achieved another problem needs to be addressed concerning the a. 
particles. This is the helium exhaust problem, also known as the ash removal problem, and it could 

limit the performance of a future reactor. The helium ash from the d-t plasma should be contained 
long enough in the plasma to give its energy to the plasma so as to keep the fusion reaction going, but 
should be removed when it has lost its energy so as to prevent an accumulation of ash from 

suffocating the reaction. This problem has so far not been solved. Limiter- and divertor- tokamaks 
have been designed to remove the helium ash. 

The 14.1 MeV neutrons will leave the plasma because of their neutrality. In future commercial 
reactors their energy will be transformed into electrical energy. 

For the investigation of the confinement and slowing down of the fast tritons, the ratio of the 14.1 

Me V and 2.5 Me V neutron production rate therefore needs to be measured. To measure the slowing 
down time of the tritons a silicon surface harrier detector (SBD) must be used. 
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The following threshold reactions in a silicon diode can be used for detecting a low flux of 14.1 Me V 

neutrons in the presence of a much larger flux of 2.5 Me V neutrons [Conroy, 88]: 

28Si + n ~ p + 28Al Q = -3.85 Me V 
28Si + n ~a+ 25Mg Q = -2.65 Me V 

The high Q-values and the Coulomb harrier inhibiting the escape of charged particles from the 

compound nucleus combine to produce an effective reaction threshold of about 7 MeV. Thus, the 

above reaction channels are open to 14.1 Me V neutrons but not to the far abundant 2.5 Me V neutrons. 

The residual nuclei, 28 Al and 25Mg, may be left in a variety of excited states after the reaction, each 

associated with an unique proton or alpha partiele kinetic energy. The pulse height spectrum from the 

diode directly reflects the state of excitation of the residual nucleus. These reactions can be used for 

high resolution spectroscopy with relatively low efficiency. The absolute calibration of the detector 

can be established indirectly through comparison with nuclear activation measurements. 

U~fortunately the flux of 14.1 Me V is too low for detection by the SBD at TEXTOR. 
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3. Activation measurements at TEXTOR 

Activation measurernents at TEXTOR perforrned by the Neutron Diagnostic Group of the Heidelberg 
University are used for: 

• the deterrnination of the tirne-integrated yield of 2.45 Me V neutrons (frorn d-d reactions) and 14.1 

Me V neutrons (frorn triton hum-up) during the deuterium operating phase; 

• the calibration and observation of the on-line neutron counter; 

• the investigation of the triton-confinement; 

• the measurement of neutron fluences at arbitrary points of the experiment. 

A pneurnatic transport systern bas been installed at TEXTOR as a diagnostic tool to perform tirne

integrated total neutron yield rneasurernents. This transport systern that consists of an oval tube with a 

length of 50 m, bas an irradiation end located just outside the vacuum vessel of the tokarnak so as to 

permit the irradiation of polyethylene capsules containing samples of selected materials. After the 

discharge, the capsule is rernoved frorn its position and transported to a counting room where the 

neutron-induced decay radiation from the samples is recorded using a high-purity germanium (HPGe) 

detector or a germanium-lithium (GeLi) detector. The neutron finenee measured in the irradiation 

position is related to the total neutron production by applying a calibration factor that can be 

deterrnined using a neutron transport calculation. 

Activ. Ge . Pulsas MCA 
Sample 1----'---+~ Detector 

!tllfflfi~ -+----:-- Count rata 
·e 

Fig. 3.1: neutron diagnostics with activation samples atf!ISion reactors 

3.1. Yield determination 

·pc 

y-spectrum 

evaluation 

During activation, nuclei are activated by neutrons, which can cause an activation reaction by which a 

nucleus in an excited state is produced. By ernitting a y-quant these nuclei will return to the ground 

state. For example: 

mln+ n ~ n' + wlnm ~mln+ y [336 keVJ 
89y + n ~n' + 89Ym ~ 89Y + y [909keV] 

A disintegration scherne and the disintegration data for the In activation reaction are given in fig. 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2: Disintegration scheme and disintegration datafor the In activation reaction [IAEA, 87] 

The number of nuclei N* from an isotope activated by neutrons with energy E is determined by 

dN*(E) = N cr(E) <I>(E) dE 

with N representing the number of nuclei of the isotope in the sample; 

cr(E) the cross sec ti on of the activatien reaction; 

<I>(E) the neutron fluence at energy E. 

By integrating, one acquires the number of activated nuclei: 

N* = I dN* = NI cr(E) ~(E) dE 

[3.1] 

[3.2] 

The factor N*/N is called the activatien coefficient. This is equal to the number of activated nuclei of 

a sample in a measurement. The total number of nuclei N is dependent on the volume of the sample 

and is calculated by: 

in which m = mass of the sample; 

h = isotope abundancy; 

NA = A vogadronumber; 

M = mass number. 

N = mhNA 
M 

[3.3] 

The number of activated nuclei N* is derived from the number of counts F of a peak, located at 

energy E in the y-spectrum. In fig 3.3. an example is given from a Ni spectrum measured at TEXTOR. 

The activatien reaction for Ni is 58Ni(n,p)58Co which emits y-rays of 811 keV. 
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Fig. 3.3: Ni spectrum measured at TEXTOR 

During the activation time t1 - to (to is the beginning of the NBI-injection and t1 the end of.it) the 

neutrons are produced and activate the nuclei in the sample. After this bas happened these nuclei will 

decay and y-quanta will be ernitted and measured during the measuring time t3 - t2• The time between 

the end of the activatien time and the beginning of the measuring time is called the cooling time h -
tt. see fig. 3.4. 

to tl 
act. time 

t2 
cooling time 

. ............................... "! 

t3 t [s] 
measuring time 

Fig. 3.4: Decay fora neutron activared sample. After the cooling time tz - t1 the r-measurement starts and contimtes until tJ. 
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The number of activated nuclei N1 ( = N*) is given by: 

NI= m exp (A(t2- tl)) 

1 - exp (-A(t 3 - t 2)) 
[3.4] 

with A. the decay constant. Llli" is the amount of decays in the measuring time t3 - t2 • The detector will 

not detect all y - quanta. The ratio between emitted and detected y - quanta is called the efficiency E 

and is dependent on the y - energy and the used materiaL The efficiency of the selected materials has 

been determined by S. Koch using Kucinski's method [Rust, 95]. 

detected "{ -quanta 
E = 

emitted "{-quanta 
[3.5] 

An activated nucleus can reach its ground state by different possibilities. Depending on the way in 

which the nucleus decays, the y- quanta can be emitted with different energies. The probability that a 

y- quant with a particular energy will be emitted is given by the emission probability p. 

The signal, coming from the detector , of which the amplitude is dependent on the energy of the 

entered y-quant, is digitalised in the Multi Channel Analyser (MCA) by an Analog Digital Converter 

(ADC). The MCA also records an energy spectrum from the signals. The time that the ADC needs to 

digitalise the signal (the conversion time) determines the dead time. A second signal arriving during 

the dead time will not be digitalised and will not be counted. 

Especially at high count rates it is possible that two signals will arrive in a short time. In these cases 

there can be an overlap of both signals so that the measured pulse height will be too high. This is 

calledd pile-up. 

To determine the pulse losses caused by the dead time and the pulse pile-up, a pulse generator has 

been used. With a pulse generator, a pulse signal is generated that will be processed by the electronics 

as a detector signal. In the energy spectrum there will also be a pulse peak. Because of the fact that 

pile-up losses are dependent on the energy of the y-peak, the pulse peak has to be near the y-peak. To 

determine the losses these pulse signals are also counted by a digital counter (DZ). 

Consictering the above formula 3.4 becomes: 

[3.6] 

in which the factor DZJFp is a correction of the dead time and the pile-up losses. Fp is the number of 

counts in the pulse peak and F in the y-peak. 
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The measured neutron fluences in the irradiation position are related to the total neutron production 

by applying a calibration factor <j)eff that is determined by G. Beikert using neutron ~ransport 

calculations. The fluence that passes through the activation samples is affected by the exact shapes 

and chemical compositions of the structure in the vicinity of this irradiation position. The accuracy of 

the neutron yield determination depends strongly on the accuracy of the transport calculations. 

Sourees of error include the cross sections used in transport and activation, the ~pproximations 

introduced for rnadeling the structure, and the neutron souree description. Furthermore, because of the 

complicated tokamak geometry, a three dimensional neutron transport code is necessary, so its 

. reliability is also an important consideration. For the present work the general-purpose Monte Carlo 

neutron and pboton MCNP code has been used to perform the transport and activation calculations. 

The neutron yield Y is given by: 

Y= 
1 J <I> (E) a (E) dE [3.7] 

aq>eff 

In the above equation a is the cross section of the activation reaction and <j)eff is the calibration factor. 

CombiDing all above equations, the total yield will be: 

Y= 
1 M F DZ 

[3.8] 

The error of the neutron yield Y is determined by the errors of the cross section cr, calibration factor 

<j)eff and of the total number of counts in the y peak F. 

3.2. Triton burn-up determination by pure samples 

In the beginning of the triton burn-up measurements, measurements have been done by pure samples 

by which Y14.1 , the 14.1 Me V neutron yield, was determined. The 2.5 Me V neutron yield Y2.45 used to 

be determined by He3 counters [1.2.2]. Their calibration factor has been determined by in situ 

measurements and has been justified by activation measurements with indium and yttrium. The triton 

burn-up is calculated as follows: 

a 14.1 q> eff ,14.1 rn h NA 

1 _M __ F14.I exp (A.(t 2 - t 1)) 1 

p E 1-exp (-A.(t 3 - t 2 )) Y2.45 

[3.9] R= 

In this formula F 14.1 , hand t3 are the measured quantities and Y2.4s is obtained from the He3 or Neu4 

data from TEXTOR. 
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3.3. Triton burn-up determination by compound samples 

To be independent of the neutron counters the triton burn-up bas also been deterrnined by compound 

samples. These are samples consisting of two different materials, one to measure 2.45 MeV neutrons 

and the other to measure 14.1 MeV neutrons. This can be separated by the different cross section 

dependenee on the energy. In this case the triton burn-up is calculated as follows: 

R= 
(j' 2.45 <p eff ,2.45 

0'14.1 <f>eff,l4.1 

[3.10] 

in which a represents the 14.1 Me V materialand b the 2.45 Me V materiaL 

3.4. Selection of matenals 

The activation metbod requires the exposure of suitable materials to the neutron flux close to the 

vacuum vessel during a single discharge. Suitable materials are those with activation reactions with 

threshold energies somewhat below the energy of the fusion neutrons, as can beseen in fig. 3.5 for the 

activation matenals In and Cu. 
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fig. 3.5: Cross seetion in dependenee of the neutron energy for the aetivation reaelions of In and Cu [IAEA, 87] 

Besides this main argument other aspects also have to be considered. A strong peak in the y-spectrum 

is needed, speetral interferences have to be avoided and mechanica! aspects also play an important 

role [Simenon, 95]. 

Conventionally, the activation is deterrnined from y-radiation measurements. For 2.5 MeV neutron 

studies there are few candidate materials like In and Ni ernitting suitable y-rays with half-lives much 
longer than the interval between discharges. Such materials can only be used once per several half

lives and the activity is measured long after the TEXTOR pulse bas been completed. Only one 
material for which the half-life is short enough for sample recycling to be feasible is used. Sample 
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recycling, also called shot-to-shot measurement, means that the same sample is activated and 

measured by subsequent shots. This is the 89Y(n,n')89Ymreaction, emitting 909 keV decay radiation 

and possessing a half-life of 16 s. For 14.1 MeV studies, there is also an interesting candidate for 

sample recycling: the 140Ce(n,2n)139Cem reaction emitting 754 keV decay radiation and possessing a 

half-life of 56.4 s. Other materials used for 14.1 Me V studies are Cu and Si. 

In table 3.1 an outline is given of the materials used and their specifications [Nies,95]. 

material reaction y.peak (j TJ.i p 
[keV] [mb] [%] 

In 115In(n,n')115Inm 336 343.1 ±2.4% 4.48 h ± 0.09% 45.9±0.02% 

y 89Y(n,n')89Ym 909 16.1 s ± 0.25% 99.1 ±0.04% 

Ni 58Ni(n,p i 8Com 811 117.1 ±3.7% 70.9 d ± 0.1% 99.5 ±0.01% 

Ti 47Ti(n,p )47 Sc 159 25.1 ±4.4% 3.34 d ± 0.09% 67.9±2.2% 

Cu 63Cu(n,2n)62Cu 511 462.7 ± 1.5% 9.73 m±0.2% 195.6 ±0.5% 

Ce 14°Ce(n,2n)139Cem 754 943 ± 12% 56.4 s ± 0.85% 92.5 ±0.32% 

Si 28Si(n,p)28Al 1779 279±4% 2.24 m ± 0.013% 100±0.01% 

table 3.1: materia is and its specifications used for activation measurements 

Besides pure samples, compound samples have also been used. These are samples consisting of 2 

different materials: one for 2.5 Me V studies and theether for 14.1 Me V studies or both for 2.5 or 14 

Me V studies. Compound samples are suitable for determining the triton bum-up. The most interesting 

combination is Y/Ce because both half-lives are short enough for sample recycling to be feasible. The 

triton bum-up is deterrnined by using the following combinations: 

In/Si: Because of the streng background caused by the In-activation, the samples have to be 

measured separately. This is disadvantageous because of the rather small decay time of Si. 

In/Si can be used to calibrate the compound sample Y/Ce !3·
61 

•. 

In/Cu: Because of a speetral interference of Cu, two spectrums are needed. The samples are 

measured separately but this is no object because of the relatively long decay times. 

Y /Ce: This combination consists of Ce02 and Y 2 0 3 powder in a copper capsule. Because of the 

short decay times, shot-to-shot measurements are possible. The efficiency needs to be 
determined by cross calibrations. 
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3.5. Yield determination for Cu measurements 

The Cu activation reaction for measuring 14.1 Me V neutrons is 63Cu(n, 2n)62Cu. 62Cu decays into 62Ni 

with a half-life of 9.73 min by ernitting a~+. The subsequent y rays are measured by HPGe and GeLi 

spectrometers. 

Besides this activation reaction there are several interferences with other activation reactions causing 

511 keV y-rays, which are given in table 3.2. 

Activation reaction En[MeV] Tm CJ[mb] E.Jp) [keV,%] 

1. 63Cu(n, y)64Cu epith. 12.74h 4500 511(37) 

2. 65Cu(n, y)66Cu epith. 5.1 m 2170 1039(9) 

3. 63Cu(n, a.)6°Co 2.5 5.3 y :::::0 1173(99.9), 1333(100) 

4. 63Cu(n, 2n)62Cu 2.5 9.74m :::::0 511(196) 

5. 65Cu(n, p)65Ni 2.5 2.52h :::::0 1482(25.4) 

6. 65Cu(n, 2n)64Cu 2.5 12.74 h :::::0 511(37) 

7. 63Cu(n, a.)6°Co 14.1 5.3 y 23 1173(99.9), 1333(100) 

8. 63Cu(n, 2n)62Cu 14.1 9.74m 462.7 511(196) 

9. 65Cu(n, p)65Ni 14.1 2.52h 21 1482(25.4) 

10.65Cu(n, a.)
62Com 14.1 1.51 m 1.9 1172(83), 2302(16) 

11.65Cu(n, a.)62Cog 14.1 13.9m 7.5 2003(19),2104(7) 

12.65Cu(n, 2n)64Cu 14.1 12.74h 956 511(37), 1346(0.48) 

table 3.2: Outline of activation reacrions and its specijications causing 511 keV y rays. 
In the last column the energy of the }'-quant is gi~·en withits emissions probability p 

The reactions emitting y rays above 1022 keV contribute to the 511 keV y-peak because of pair 

production. In this process energy is transferred to mass because a pboton creates an electron-positron 

pair. Almost imrnediately afterwards the positron annihilates with one of the many surroundings 

electrons, giving two oppositely directed y quanta. The cross section for this event is 0 for E
1 

< 1500 

keV so the contributions of the reactions (2), (3), (5), (7) and (9) can be neglected. The cross sections 

for (4) and (6) is almost 0, so these reactions can also be neglected. The contribution of the reactions 
(10) and (11} are negligible because of the short half-lives and the low cross sections. 

Activation of 64Cu by epithermal neutrons with low energy [Simenon-95] and the 65Cu(n, 2n)64Cu 

reaction of 14.1 Me V neutrons, which also gives rise to the ernission of~+ with a different half-life of 

12.74 h, has to be taken into account and needs to be substracted. For this subtraction two Cu 

spectrums are needed. In the first spectrum both the 63Cu(n, 2n)62Cu reaction and the two reactions 

with an half-life of 12.74 h will give a contribution to the y peak. The second spectrum must be 

recorded when 62Cu has finished emitting y rays and so only (1) and (12) are taken into account. 
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fig. 3.6: number of counts versus timet of a Cu measurement 

lnC 
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In fig. 3.6 the logarithm of the nuinber of counts is given during a time t. There are 511 keV 

annihilation photons from the background as well. This background has been measured several.times , 

under a period of 2-3 days. The background B was 0,018 ± 10% cps and has to be subtracted in the 

measurements. The counts in the 511 keV y-peak of the first and second spectrum are F1 and F2 

respectively and these are determined by: 

F1 = Far + Fet, 1 + B(t3- h) 

F2 = Fet, 2 + B(ts - 4) 

[3.11] 

[3.12] 

in which Fe1 are the counts resulting from the epithermal reaction and Far those from the activation 

reaction. The contribution from Fet to F1 is determined from F2. 

N* = __§__ exp (À et(t4 - t1)) 

et Pets 1-exp(/tetCts-t4)) 

= Fet.l exp(ltet(t2-tl)) 

Pets 1-exp(Àe1(t3 -t2)) 

[3.13] 

From the above formula Fe1, 1 is separated: 

[3.14] 

From formula [3.11] and [3.14] N*ar is calculated: 

N:r = Far e xp(/t ar(t2 - tl)) 

Pare 1-exp(-À 8 r(t 3 -t2)) 
[3.15] 
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Finally the yield is calculated: 

Y= 
1 M Far e xp(A ar(t2 - t1)) 

0'14.1,ar CfJeff mhNA Part: 1-exp(-Aar(t3-t2)) 
[3.16] 

3.6. Yield determination by Y/Ce measurements 

In the denvation of formula [3.8] the decays during activation are neglected. When matenals with as 
short a half-life as Y and Ce are activated, these decays have to be considered as well. During 
activation the number of activated nuclei increases owing to production at the rate c and decreases 
owing to the radioactive decay: 

dN = cdt- ANdt [3.17] 

The salution of this differential equation is: 

c 
N(t) =A (l-exp(-A(t-t0)) . [3.18] 

The rate c is determined from this equation by calculating N(t1) the number of activated nuclei at t1 : 

N() _ c (
1 

( "~( )) _ F exp(A(t2 -t1)) t -- -exp -/\, t -t -- -~_:__~=----~-
1 A 1 0 pt: 1-exp(-A(t3 -t2)) 

[3.19] 

Assuming the neutron production to be constant during the activation one attains: 

[3.20] 

Because of the decays during the activation, the correction factor is given by: 

[3.21] 

The total yield is obtained by substituting [3.21] in [3.8]. 

y = 1 M F e xp (A (t 2 - t 1)) A (t1 - t 0) 

0'14.1 CfJeff mhNA pê 1-exp(-A(t3 -t2)) 1-exp(-A(t1-t0)) 
[3.22] 

Because of the fact that Y/Ce samples consist of Y20 5- and Ce02 powders in a brass capsule, the 
efficiency is not determined by Kucinsk.i's metbod [Rust-95]. Todetermine the neutron yield in this 
way cross calibrations are necessary. The principle of cross calibrations is to determine unknown 
magnitudes as <peff, a and E of a material by activatingit duringa standard shot. The 14.1 Me V yield 
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of this standard shot is determined by Cu or Si measurements. A certain shot is similar to the standard 
shot if the plasma conditions, which can be read in TEXINFO, are the same and the neutron counters 
are compatible. In this case the calibration factor (a cpeff E)"1 is determined as follows: 

M 
~~k---

mhNA 
F exp ( A(t2 -t1)) = 1i 
p 1-exp (-A (t3 - t 2)) 

[3.23] 

in which Y 1 is the yield of the standard shot determined by Si - or Cu measurements. Y 2 is the yield 
determined by Ce measurernents with unknown cpeff and E.. The cross calibration factor is: 

1 
k=----

For 2.5 Me V materials In bas been used as reference materiaL 

[3.24] 
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4. Results 

4.1 Cu measurements 

Copper has been measured as a pure sample todetermine the 14.1 MeV neutron yield. Compound 

samples containing Cu have been used as well. Cu/Si has been activated to show consistenee of both 

materials. For this both yields should be the same. In/Cu has been measured to determine the triton 

burnup without using the neutron counters. In table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 the Cu, Cu/Si and In/Cu results 

are given. 

Date Shot Sample F1 :t F2 :t F :t Yicld + Act/He3 :t 
f%1 if%1 f%1 r%1 burnuo f%1 

25.10.95 63175 Cu-25 7043 1,4 4562 1,5 1197 2,7 7,6E+10 8,7 0,051% 11,8 

25.10.95 63177 Cu-26 2114 2,5 3792 1,7 424 4,5 6,4E+10 9,3 0,142% 12,3 

14.5.96 63176 Cu-33 588 4,3 340 5,5 85 7,9 8,5E+09 11,5 0,107% 14,0 

14.5.96 63185 Cu-39 811 3,8 608 4,2 100 6,3 7,0E+09 10,5 0,056% 13,2 

14.5.96 63192 Cu-23 924 3,5 1255 2,9 139 5,4 8,6E+09 10,0 0,062% 12,8 

15.5.96 66205 Cu-21 1592 2,7 955 3,3 380 4,6 2,5E+10 9,5 0,103% 12,4 

15.5.96 66214 Cu-34 3049 1,9 1903 2,4 263 3,3 5,8E+10 9,0 0,125% 12,0 

15.5.96 66217 Cu-44 3235 1,9 829 3,6 412 4,3 2,4E+10 9,4 0,053% 12,3 
1338 2,8 502 4,2 2,9E+10 9,4 0,064% 12,3 

15.5.96 66228 Cu-45 2031 2,3 1539 2,6 378 7,2 6,6E+10 11,0 0,149% 13,6 
2191 2,2 279 8,1 4,9E+10 12,1 0,109% 14,5 

15.5.96 66230 Cu-46 2865 2,0 1927 2,1 292 6,9 3,9E+10 10,8 0,080% 13,4 
1746 2,5 384 6,5 5,1E+10 10,4 0,104% 13,1 

15;5.96 66219 Cu-47 2531 2,1 1934 2,4 -13 4,0 

15.5.96 66235 Cu-48 3135 1,9 2886 1,9 469 2,7 4,7E+10 8,8 0,067% 11,9 

15.5.96 66245 Cu-50 2034 2,3 2210 2,2 197 3,8 3,9E+10 9,6 0,075% 12,5 

Table 4.1: Results of Cu measurements at TEXTOR. In the 34 column the sample is given which is activared during the discharge is given. 
FI and F2 represent the number of counts ofthe 511 keV peak ofthe lsr and 24 measurement respectively. Fis the number of countsfrom 
the 63Cu(n, 2nl2Cu reaction in thefirst measurement. In the next columns the 14.1 MeV neutron yield and the bum-up calculated using 
the 3He proportional counters are given. 
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Date Shot Sample Hcating Yield-Act ± Y_Cu/Y_In ± Act/He3 ± 
burnup burnup 

7.5.96 66010 In/Cu-6 0H+N1 1,1E+10 10,5 0,059% 13,8 0,072% 16,7 
1,90E+13 8,9 1,2 

7.5.96. 6603-6 In/Cu-3 OH+N12+112 1,6E+10 8,7 0,013% 12,2 0,012% 15,4 
1,2E+14 8,5 0,94 

7.5.96 66037 ln/Cu-4 OH+N12+112 7,1E+10 10,1 0,053% 13,2 0,051% 16,2 
1,2E+14 8,5 0,96 

14.5.96 66179 ln/Cu-1 OH+N1+112 7,1E+10 10,1 0,135% 13,2 0,144% 16,2 
1,3E+14 8,5 1,07 

14.5.96 66187 ln/Cu-2 OH+N1+112 9,4E+09 10,1 0,068% 13,6 0,069% 16,5 
1,4E+13 9,1 1,01 

15.5.96 66207 ln/Cu-8 OH+N1+112 2,4Et10 11,6 0,089% 14,9 0,090% 17,6 
2,7E+13 9,4 1 

Table 4.2: Results ofthe In/Cu measurements. In the 41
/z column the additional hearing is given. N represents the neutron injection and I 

the ICRH hearing. In the Yield-act. column bath the 14.1 Me V and the 2.5 Me V neutron yield is given. The bumup is calculated using the 
activation yields and using the JHe proportional counters. The 2.5 Me V neutron yield determined from the In measurement is in good 
agreement with the Neu4 neutron counter, as can be derived from column 9. 

I i .I 

Date Shot F Cu ± Yield Cu ± F Si ± Yield Si ± Y_Cu/Y_Si ± -

23.11.95 63743 158 2,6 7,63E+ 10 9,4 82 11,4 9,95E+ 10 13,9 0,77 16,8 

19.06.96 66781 588 6,6 1,58E+ 11 10,5 108 9,6 1,02E+11 13,0 1,55 16,7 

19.06.96 66808 96 3,1 6,97E+ 10 8,8 124 9,9 1,12E+11 13,6 0,62 16,2 
-25 5,3 

19.06.96 66810 225 3,2 8,47E+ 10 8,8 87 11,5 7,71E+ 10 14,8 1,10 17,2 

256 5,5 9,46E+ 10 9,9 87 11,5 7,71E+ 10 14,8 1,23 17,8 

Table 4.3: Results ofthe Cu/Si compound samples measurements. Bath the 14.1 MeVyields determined by Cu and Si are given. The ratio 
of these yields arealso given in the second tolast column. 
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The yield after activating Cu has been detetmined using eq. [3.16]. As can be seen, the triton bum-up 

values differ a great deal. The second spectrum has been measured twice for three times (Cu-44, Cu-

45 and Cu-46). In these cases the 14.1 Me V yield and the triton bumup should be the same which is 

obviously not the case. The number of counts determined by activating Cu-47 has a negative value 
which should not be attainable. The results from the Cu/Si and In/Cu mix samples are even worse. 

Two In/Cu measurements are ornitted because the Cu yields were negative. From these measurements, 

Cu seems not to be suitable for doing activation measurements at TEXTOR. Four possible reasons 

will be given for this. 

4.1.1. Background during a shot programme 

Cu decays ernitting positrons which annihilate to give two 511 keV photons. During a TEXTOR 
discharge with D0 beam heating, y rays are also produced, as can be seen by background radiation 

measurements in table 4.4. These measurements are started a few seconds before the beginning of the 

ciischarge and stopped immediately afterwards. 

Date Shot Det Spectrum counts ± 

18.06.96 66748 H UH186601 19 22,9 
66748 G UG186602 12 28,9 

18.06.96 66750 H UH186605 29 25,1 
66750 G UG186606 19 31,1 

18.06.96 66752 G UG186607 41 19,8 

18.06.96 66754 G UG186608 40 21,2 

19.06.96 66776 R UH196699 168 10,1 
66776 G UG196699 112 .12,4 

19.06.96 66777 G UG196698 93 14,1 

19.06.96 66778 .. 79 G UG196697 191 9,6 

Table 4.4: Background HPGe· and GeLi detector during D injection 

As can be seen there can be an influence in the 511 ke V peak. This influence differs a great deal 

dependent on the kind of the discharge in TEXTOR. The negative values of the counts detennined 

from sample Cu-47 originate from the background radiation caused by the TEXTOR discharge. This 

can occur in low sensivity measurements when the pulses corning from the background radiation from 

the TEXTOR discharge are larger than those from the Cu activation reactions, see eq. 3.11 and 3.12. 
To avoid the above mentioned influence, a Cu measurement must be stoppeel during a TEXTOR 

discharge that falsifies the end result. Another solution is to activate the Cu sample at the end of the 
TEXTOR shot programme and measure the y rays when the shot programme has been finished. 
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4.1.2. Background without a shot programme 

When there is nat a shot progranune at TEXTOR, a contribution from background radiation occurs ~s 

well. This is caused by pair production from environment radiation causing y rays above 1500 keV. 

The duration of the measurement of the first Cu spectrum is about 2000 seconds and therefore several 

background measurements lasting 2250 s have been performed. The results are shown in table 4.5 for 
bath the HPGe and GeLi detector. 

Background GeLi 
Measuring time: t = 2250 s 

' Date Spectrum counts 

18.06.96 UG176610 47 
18.06.96 UG176611 61 
18.06.96 UG176612 65 
24.06.96 UG246601 25 
24.06.96 UG246602 36 
24.06.96 UG246603 31 
01.07.96 UG017601 37 
01.07.96 UG017602 51 
01.07.96 UG017603 35 
01.07.96 UG017604 68 

± 

20,7 
15,4 
16,7 
30,2 
26,1 
26,4 
23,1 
19,5 
26,7 
16,1 

Background HPGc 
Measuring time: t = 2250 s 

Date Spectrum counts 

17.06.96 UH176620 43 
17.06.96 UH176621 43 
25.06.96 UH256601 48 
25.06.96 UH256602 35 
25.06.96 UH256603 46 
01.07.96 UH017601 40 
01.07.96 UH017603 52 
01.07.96 UH017604 42 

Table 4.5: Background without D injectionfor the GeLi- and HPGe detector for 12- IJ= 2250 s 

± 

20,1 
18,5 
17,7 
22,3 
19,2 
22,7 
16,1 
22,3 

Because of the fact that the number of counts are nat within the range of the deviations, it follows that 
the contribution of the background radiation differs temporarily. Within the relatively short measuring 

time this difference does nat leave. It is nat possible to determine an average value. Especially in low 

sensitivity measurements this background radiation causes false results. This is also the cause of the 

negative value in the Cu/Si measurement. This sample bas been activated at the end of the TEXTOR 

shot programme and measured afterwards. 

Using langer measuring times an average value can be determined and this is 20 ± 10% cts/1000 s and 
18 ± 10% cts/1000 s for the GeLi and HPGe detector respectively. 

4.1.3 Influence of yreactions 

Especially in discharges with a small neutron production (low density discharges), the 65Cu(y, n)64Cu 

could contaminate the second Cu measurements as has been proved at the Fr tokamak in Frascati 

[Batistoni, 87]. This y influence has nat been investigated at TEXTOR. 
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4.1.4. Uncertainty in the determination ofthe efficiency ofthin Cufoils 

In/Cu and Cu/Si measurements have been made using thin Cu foils. The In/Cu hmples consist of a 1 

mm thick In foil and a 4 mm thick Cu foil. In the Cu/Si samples, the Cu foils have a 1-2 mm thickness. 
The nucleus 62Cu that arises from the Cu activatien reaction 63Cu(n, 2n)62Cu emits positrons with a 

maximal energy of 2.9 Me V. The range of thesepositronsin the Cu sample is 1,3 mm. This means 

that a positron arisen near the surface of the Cu foil can escape from the Cu sample befare 

annihilation. If the positron annihilates outside the Cu sample, the probability that the y rays will be 

detected by the Ge detector is negligible because of the much larger range from positronsin air. The 

efficiency of a pure Cu sample (5 mm thickness) has been determined by measurements at the PTB in 

Braunschweig in Germany [Nies-95]. Efficiency measurements of thinner Cu samples have not been 

done. The ratio of the number of positrons which annihilate inside and outside the sample will 

decrease as the thickness of the sample becomes smaller. For measurements with thin Cu foils the 

efficiency needs to be determined at the PTB for each thickness separately, causing a systematic error. 

The escape of positrons from the Cu sample can be avoided by using dummy samples. This metbod 

bas been used by Cu measurements at JET and TFTR. During the measurements of an activated Cu 

sample by a Ge detector, a Cu sample which is not activated is put above the activated sample. This 

means that the positrons cannot annihilate in the air, and there is a greater probability that the. y rays 

that arise will be detected. We have not used this methad at TEXTOR because the efficiency of a 

dummy Cu sample has notbeen determined at the PTB. 

4.2. Si measurements 

The Si activatien reaction is 28Si(n, p)28Al. Si as activatien material offers several ~dvantages. 

• The nucleus 28Al that arises emits yrays with a half-life of only 2,24 m; 

• efficiency can be determined by Kucynski' s metbod because of the use of a Si crystal; 

• the y rays which are emitted have an energy of 1779 ke V. At this energy the con tribution from the 

background radiation is very small: 

• there are no impurities in the Si sample; 
• Si can be used for calibration measurements of powder samples. 

The disadvantages of Si are:· 

• The course of the cross sec ti on in dependenee of the energy is uncertain; 

• a Si sample is very fragile and very expensive. 

The results of the Si measurements are given in table 4.6. The Si measurements appear to be good and 

are used for the calibration of the Y/Ce measurements [4.3.1]. To get an error of 18% the 14.1 Me V 

neutron yield needs to be 3.0·1010
• 
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Date Shot Spectrum F ± [%] Yield-Act ± [%] Act/Neu4 ± [%] 
burnup 

23.11.95 63746 SH122310 85 10,9 7,75E+10 19,6 0,041% 21,8 

15.5.96 66234 SH155642 74 12,2 4,55E+10 16,0 0,080% 18,6 
15.5.96 66236 SH155643 45 14,9 3,27E+10 18,5 0,071% 20,8 
15.5.96 66238 SH155644 106 10,2 6,89E+10 14,7 0,099% 17,5 
15.5.96 66241 SH155645 67 12,8 4,36E+10 16,5 0,079% 19,0 

18.06.96 66755 SH186603 46 14,7 3,22E+10 18,3 0,052% 20,6 
18.06.96 66757 SH186604 69 12,9 4,66E+10 16,9 0,067% 19,4 
18.06.96 66760 SH186605 76 ~1,5 5,37E+10 15,9 0,080% 18,5 
18.06.96 66764 SH186608 140 8,8 1,02E+ll 14,2 0,075% 17,0 
18.06.96 66767 SH186610 114 9,4 8,45E+10 '14,6 0,070% 17,4 

19.06.96 66779 SH196602 148 8,2 1,0'4E+11 12,8 0,064% 15,9 
19.06.96 66788 SH196610 159 7,9 1,26E+11 12,6 0,080% 15,7 
19.06.96 66792 SH196613 180 7,5 1,25E+11 12,3 0,068% 15,5 
19.06.96 66796 SH196616 135 8,6 9,56E+10 13,0 0,061% 16,1 
19.06.96 66807 SH196623 121 9,1 1,02E+11 13,1 0,072% 16,1 

02.07.96 67080 SH027605 25 20,0 1,67E+10 22,2 0,025% 24,1 
02.07.96 67085 SH027608 53 16,8 3,42E+10 18,3 0,045% 20,6 
02.07.96 67089 SH027610 45 13,7 2,82E+10 20,0 0,034% 22,1 

03.07.96 67106 SH037602 78 11,3 5,91E+10 14,7 0,061% 17,5 
03.07.96 67109 SH037604 43 15,3 2,56E+10 18,0 0,045% 20,3 
03.07.96 67124 SH037613 105 9,8 6,17E+10 13,6 0,053% 16,6 
03.07.96 67127 SH037615 102 9,9 6,80E+10 13,7 0,059% 16,6 
03.07.96 67130 SH037617 87 12,1 6,25E+10 15,4 0,058% 18,1 
03.07.96 67133 SH037619 110 9,5 6,88E+10 13,4 0,060% 16,4 
03.07.96 67137 SH037622 99 10,0 7,24E+10 13,8 0,069% 16,7 
03.07.96 67142 SH037626 95 10,3 6,41E+10 14,0 0,053% . 16,9 
03.07.96 67143 SH037627 109 9,6 7,11E+10 13,5 0,047% 16,5 
03.07.96 67147 SH037630 88 11,2 6,21E+10 14,7 0,051% 17,5 
03.07.96 67151 SH037632 87 12,0 6,04E+10 15,3 0,037% 18,0 

Table. 4.6: Res1tlts of the Si measurements. F represents the amount of counts in the 1779 keV ypeak of Si, Yield-act is the 14,1 Me V 
neutron yield and the burn-up has been calculated using the Neu4 neutron counters. 

To detennine the triton bum-up without using the neutron counters, 3 In/Si mix samples are activated. 
The 2.5 Me V yield is deterrnined from the counts of the y peak caused by the In activation reaction 
115In(n,n') 115Inm. The results are given in table 4.7. 

Date Shot F_Si ± Yicld_Si ± F_In ± Yicld In ± Y_Si/Y_In ± 

23.11.95 63743 81 11,1 9,50E+10 14,3 8897 1,9 1,95E+ 14 8,6 0,049% 16,7 

03.07.96 66781 30 18,3 2,67E+10 20,6 9045 1,5 5,53E+13 8,6 0,048% 22,3 

03.07.96 66808 60 14,7 4,96E+10 17,5 10907 1,2 1,57E+ 14 8,6 0,032% 19,5 

Table 4.7: Results ofthe In/Si compound samples measurements. 
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4.3. Y/Ce measurements 

The activation reactions are 14°Ce(n, 2n)139Ce and 89Y(n, n')89Ym. The Y/Ce sample consistsof about 

2 % Y 20 5 powder and 98% Ce02 powder in a brass capsule. The amount of Y is small because of the 

low sensitivity of 14.1 MeV neutrons compared to the amount of 2.5 MeV neutrons. Another 

important consideration is the reduction of the background near the 7 54 ke V Ce peak because of the Y 

peak. An Al capsule has not been taken because of the interference from the second escape Al peak 

with the Ce peak at 754 keV [Simenon-95]. 
The advantages of making measurements with an Y/Ce sample are: 

• Both 139Ce and 89Ym emit y rays with a short half-life (16 s for Y and 56.4 s for Ce). Sample 

recycling at TEXTOR is possible; 

• only one measurement is needed todetermine both the 2.5 Me V and the 14.1 Me V neutron yield. 

• a Y /Ce sample is very easy to handle. 

Because Y/Ce is a powder sample it is not possible todetermine the efficiency by Kucinski's method. 

Therefore cross calibration measurements areneededat TEXTOR for both the Ce [4.3.1.] and the Y 

[4.3.2.]. 

4.3.1. Ce (Y/Ce) eaUbration 

The Ce of the Y/Ce sample has been calibrated using Si measurements. The calibration method is 

described in [3.6]. In table 4.8 the results of the Ce calibration are given. Shot 1 is similar to shot 2. 

This means that both the plasma parameters and the neutron production are the same. Compound 

samples cannot be used for 14.1 MeVcalibration measurements because the sensitivity of 14.1 MeV 

neutrons is too low at TEXTOR. The calibration factor k has been determined using eq. 3.23, 

resulting in k = 1.58·1031 ± 6.6% 

Shot1 Sample Yield ± [%] Shot2 Sample Act. coef. ±{%] k ± [%] 

67106 Si-1 5,91E+10 14,7 67123 Y/Ce-2 2,97E-21 21,1 1,99E+31 25,7 

67124 Si-1 6,17E+10 13,6 67129 Y/Ce-2 4,31E-21 15,5 1,43E+31 20,6 
67127 Si-1 6,80E+10 13,7 67129 Y/Ce-2 4,31E-21 15,5 1,58E+31 20,7 
67133 Si-1 6,88E+10 13,4 67129 Y/Ce-2 4,31E-21 15,5 1,60E+31 20,5 

67143 Si-1 7,11E+10 13,5 67149 Y/Ce-2 3,96E-21 18,5 1,80E+31 22,9 

67130 Si-1 6,25E+10 15,4 67129 Y/Ce-2 4,31E-21 15,5 1,45E+31 21,8 

66767 Si-1 8,45E+10 14,6 66766 Y/Ce-2 5,61E-21 13,9 1,51E+31 20,2 

66792 Si-1 1;25E+11 12,3 66791 Y/Ce-2 8,01E-21 22,8 1,56E+31 25,9 

66800 In/Si 1,79E+11 13,3 66795 Y/Ce-2 1,09E-20 9,3 1,64E+31 16,2 

66810 Cu/Si 6,76E+10 14,8 66806 Y/Ce-2 5,03E-21 14,3 1,34E+31 20,6 

Table 4.8: Ce (Y!Ce) eaUbration ltsing Si measurements. Shot 1 has the sameplasma parameters and neutron production as shot 2. 
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4.3.2. Y (Y/Ce) eaUbration 

The Y has been calibrated in the same way as Ce, but instead of Si measurements the NEU4 neutron 

counters are used as calibration. In table 4.9 the results of the Y calibration are given, k = 5.0·1031 ± 
1.9 %. 

Date Shot Spectrum F_Y ±[%] Act.coef. ±[%] Y_Neu4 ± [%] k ± [%] 

15.05.96 66215 YH155633 417 5,0 8,79E-19 5,0 4,34E+13 9,4 4,94E+31 10,7 
15.05.96 66216 YH155634 466 4,8 9,83E-19 4,8 4,54E+13 9,4 4,62E+31 10,6 
15.05.96 66246 YH155647 424 5,2 1,06E-18 5,2 4,61E+13 9,4 4,35E+31 10,8 

18.06.96 66752 YH186602 561 4,4 1,05E-18 4,4 5,06E+13 9,4 4,82E+31 10,4 
18.06.96 66763 YH186607 873 3,6 2,12E-18 3,6 1,00E+14 9,4 4,72E+31 10,1 
18.06.96 66766 YH186609 1328 2,9 2,39E-18 2,9 1,22E+14 9,4 5, 12E+31 9,9 

19.06.96 66778 YHi96601 1941 2,3 2,89E-18 2,3 1,38E+14 9,4 4,79E+31 9,7 
19.06.96 66787 YH196609 3020 1,9 5,62E-18 1,9 2,83E+14 9,4 5,04E+31 9,6 
19.06.96 66791 YH196612 2019 2,3 3,61E-18 2,3 1,86E+14 9,4 5,15E+31 9,7 
19.06.96 66795 YH196615 2281 2,2 4,48E-18 2,2 2,35E+14 9,4 5,24E+31 9,7 
19.06.96 66806 YH196622 1281 2,9 2,74E-18 2,9 1,33E+14 9,4 4,85E+31 9,9 

02.07.96 67072 YH027602 641 4,2 1,14E-18 4,2 5,76E+13 9,4 5,05E+31 10,3 
02.07.96 67079 YH027604 728 3,9 1,17E-18 3,9 6,26E+13 9,4 5,35E+31 10,2 
02.07.96 67087 YH027609. 533 4,6 1,41E-18 4,6 6,83E+13 9,4 4,85E+31 10,5 
02.07.96 67091 YH027611 663 4,1 1,18E-18 4,1 6,67E+13 9,4 5,65E+31 10,3 
02.07.96 67093 YH027613 789 3,7 1,04E-18 3,7 5,83E+13 9,4 5,60E+31 10,1 

03.07.96 67108 YH037603 573 4,3 8,98E-19 4,3 4,95E+13 9,4 5,51E+31 10,4 
03.07.96 67112 YH037605 . 542 4,4 9,66E-19 4,4 4,72E+13 9,4 4,89E+31 10,4 
03.07.96 67123 YH037612 1096 3,1 1,87E-18 3,1 9,44E+13 9,4 5,05E+31 9,9 
03.07.96 67126 YH037614 720 3,9 1,49E-18 3,9 7,27E+13 9,4 4,88E+31 10,2 
03.07.96 67129 YH037616 1336 2,8 2,19E-18 2,8 1,14E+14 9,4 5,21E+31 9,8 
03.07.96 67132 YH037618 ·777 3,7 1,29E-18 3,7 6,88E+13 9,4 5,33E+31 10,1 
03.07.96 67135 YH037620 1285 2,9 2,50E-18 2,9 1,17E+14 9,4 4,68E+31 9,9 
03.07.96 67138 YH037623 818 3,6 1,42E-18 3,6 7,01E+13 9,4 4,94E+31 10,1 
03.07.96 67141 YH037625 1786 2,5 2,68E-18 2,5 1,37E+14 9,4 5,13E+31 9,8 
03.07.96 67144 YH037628 1586 2,6 2,82E-18 2,6 1,40E+14 9,4 4,97E+31 9,8 
03.07.96 67146 YH037629 1566 2,6 2,92E-:-18 2,6 1,42E+14 9,4 4,87E+31 9,8 
03.07.96 67149 YH0376~1 1638 2,6 3,05E-18 2,6 1,52E+14 9,4 5,00E+31 9,8 

Table 4.9: Y (Y/Ce) calibratio"n using Neu4 neutron counters. 
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4.3.3. Y/Ce triton burn-up results 

In table 4.10 the definite results are given of the Y /Ce rneasurernents. 

Date Shot Spectrum F_Y ±[%] Y_y ±[%] FCc ±[%] Y_Ce ±[%] Y_ce[Y_y ± [%] 
burnup 

15.05.96 66208 YH155631 276 6,2 2,91E+13 7,4 30 22,6 1,89E+10 23,8 0,065% 24,9 
15.05.96 66215 YH155633 417 5,0 4,42E+13 5,6 61 0 17,2 3,77E+10 18,6 0,085% 19,4 
15.05.96 66216 YH155634 466 4,8 4,94E+13 6,2 46 22,3 2,85E+10 22,8 0,058% 23,6 
15.05.96 66246 YH155647 424 5,2 5,33E+13 5,9 51 21,8 3,21E+10 23,5 0,060% 24,2 

18.06.96 66752 YH186602 561 4,4 5,28E+13 5,0 48 25,6 3,02E+10 27,8 0,057% 28,2 
18.06.96 66763 YH186607 873 . 3,6 1,07E+14 . 4,3 98 16,2 6,69E+10 17,5 0,063% 18,0 
18.06.96 66766 YH186609 1328 2,9 1,20E+14 3,8 146 13,9 8,76E+10 15,4 0,073% 15,9 

19.06.96 66778 YH196601 1941 2,3 1,45E+14 3,3 170 11,4 9,97E+10 13,2 0,069% 13,6 
19.06.96 66787 YH196609 3020 1,9 2,82E+14 . 3,5 308 9,1 1,85E+.ll 11,4 0,066% 11,9 
19.06.96 66791 YH196612 2019 2,3 1,81E+14 3,7 208 11,7 1,26E+ll 13,5 0,069% 14,0 
19.06.96 66795 YH196615 2281 2,2 2,25E+14 3,5 277 9,3 1,70E+11 11,5 0,076% 12,0 
19.06.96 66806 YH196622 1281 2,9 1,38E+14 4,1 124 14,3 7,86E+10 15,7 0,057% 16,2 

02.07.96 67072 YH027602 641 4,2 5,73E+13 5,3 35 33,8 2,12E+10 34,5 0,037% 34,9 
02.07.96 67079 YH027604 728 3,9 5,88E+13 5,0 74 20,0 4,26E+10 21,2 0,072% 21,8 
02.07.96 67087 YH027609 533 4,6 7,08E+13 4,7 51 28,2 3,08E+10 29,0 0,043% 29,4 
02.07.96 67091 YH027611 663 4,1 5,93E+13 5,4 61 22,8 3,80E+10 23,8 0,064% 24,4 
02.07.96 67093 YH027613 789 3,7 5,23E+13 5,0 43 33,1 2,39E+10 33,8 0,046% 34,2 

03.07.96 67108 YH037603 573 4,3 4,51E+13 4,9 61 19,3 3,65E+10 20,4 0,081% 21,0 
03.07.96 67112 YH037605 542 4,4 4,85E+13 5,0 23 46,2 1,33E+10 46,7 0,027% 47,0 
03.07.96 67123 YH037612 1096 3,1 9,40E+13 3,9 78 21,1 4,63E+10 22,1 0,049% 22,4 
03.07.96 67126 YH037614 720 3,9 7,49E+13 4,6 69 21,1 4,28E+10 22,1 0,057% 22,6 
03.07.96 67129 YH037616 1336 2,8 1,10E+14 3,7 118 15,5 6,72E+10 16,8 0,061% 17,2 . 
03.07.96 67132 YH037618 777 3,7 6,48E+13 4,4 55 24,5 3,17E+10 25,4 0,049% 25,8 
03.07.96 67135 YH037620 1285 2,9 1,26E+14 3,8 131 14,7 8,00E+10 16,1 0,064% 16,5 
03.07.96 67138 YH037623 818 3,6 7,13E+13 4,3 77 17,2 4,58E+10 18,4 0,064% 18,9 
03.07.96 67141 YH037625 1786 2,5 1,35E+14 3,5 136 13,8 7,65E+10 15,3 0,057% 15,7 
03.07.96 67144 YH037628 1586 2,6 1,42E+14 3,5 91 18,1 5,21E+10 19,3 0,031% 19,6 
03.07.96 67146 YH037629 1566 2,6 1,47E+14 3,5 132 15,2 7,83E+10 16,6 0,053% 17,0 
03.07.96 67149 YH037631 1638 2,6 1,53E+14 3,5 102 18,5 6,18E+10 19,6 0,040% 19,9 

Table 4.10: Results ofthe Y/Ce measurements. The triton hum-up is represented by Yc/Yy-

To achieve an error of 18% for the 14.1 Me V neutron yield must be 5.0 -1010• 
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AA. Triton burn-up dependenee on the D0 beam heating power 

The triton bum-up has also been investigated in dependenee on the power of the D0 beam heating. In 
fig. 4.1 the result is given. Si and Y/Ce are used as activation samples. The plasma current is 478 kA, 

BT = 2.23 T. As can beseen from the grapbic nodependenee can be observed. 
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Fig. 4.1: Tritium bum-up dependenee on the D0 beam heating power The tritium bum-up 
has been determined by Si and Y/Ce measurements with lp = 478 kA .. 

4.5. Triton burn-up dependenee on lp 

Measurements of the time-integrated bum-up ratio were made for TEXTOR plasmas in the parameter 

range lp= 350-490 kA. BT = 2.23-2.24 Tin all measurements. The 14.1 Me V neutron yields were in 

the range 0.2-2 * 1011 neutrons. In my work I have investigated the time-integrated bum-up 
dependenee on lp by searching discharges in which the power of the NBI was constant. I have found 2 

measurement series for Y/Ce and 3 for Si. One of them is shown in fig. 4.2. The others are shown in 

appendix 2. In app. 2 a complete listing of the Y/Ce- and Si measurements including the shots and the 

values of the plasmaparameters NI [MW], shotlength (duration of the D-injection) [s], electron 

density ne and the electron temperature Te (keV) arealso given. 
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Fig. 4.2: Tritium bum-up dependenee on the plasma eurrent lp The tritium bum-up 
has been determined by Si measurements with healing power about 0,80 MW. 
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The triton bum-up is not dependent on the power of the D0 beam heating [4.4]. In fig 4.3 the triton 

bum-up is given in dependenee on lp from all measurements I have done. 
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Fig. 4.3: Tritium bum-up dependenee on the plasma current lp The tritium bum-up 
has been determined by Si and Y/Ce measurements with various hearing powers 
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As can be seen from the above given graphics, the hum-up increases if the lp increases. It has to be 

taken into account that this is a crude estimation because: 

• The slowing-down time has notbeen measured or calculated. At. TE~TOR the 14.1 Me V neutron 
fluence is too small to measure it by a Si(Li) diode. The only possibility is to calculate the 

slowing-down time. 
• The timetrace for the 14.1 Me V neutron yield is not known. In fig. 4.4 the 2.5 and 14.1 Me V time 

tracesfora low power D0 beam heated discharge at JET is showed to give an idea how the 14.1 

Me V timetrace behaves compared with the 2.5 Me V timetrace [Conroy-88]. 
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Fig. 4.4: 2.5 and 14.1 Me V time tracesfora low power D0 beam heated discharge at JEf 

• The values of ne. Te and Ti are ignored. To take these plasma parameters into account many more 

measurements are needed. 
• Any profile or orbital effects are ignored. For high additional heating powers De and effective 

charge (Zerr) can vary quite strongly [Conroy-88]. 
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5. Discussion 

Neutron measurements are of importance because the triton burn-up, the ratio of the 14.1 and 2.5 

Me V neutrons, is a measure for the behaviour of the a particles in a deuterium-tritium plasma. fu 

future commercial fusion reactors burning conditions want to be achieved and the a particles will heat 

the plasma. 

For my graduation I have done the following: 

• investigation of the use of Cu as activation material for the measuring of 14.1 Me V neutrons; 

• triton burn-up measurements with Si as activation material; 

• calibration of the compound sample Y/Ce; 
• investigation of the triton burn-up dependenee upon the plasma current lp and the power of the D0 

beam heating. 

From the Cu measurements it can be concluded that Cu is not suitable for doing activation 

measurements at TEXTOR because of: 

• Two measurements are necessary to subtract the influence of the y decay of the residual nucleus 
64Cu which is very valuable. 

• The radiation caused by D0 beam heated discharges could bring about an influence on the 511 ke V 

y peak. To avoid such influence a measurement must be stopped during a TEXTOR discharge or 

the Cu sample must be activated at the end of the shot programme and measured shortly thereafter. 

• There is also some influence from background radiation caused by pair production from 

environmental radiation. Especially in measurements with a low neutron production, such 

influence must be taken into consideration. 

• Measurements with compound samples containing Cu foils cannot be performed because the 

efficiency of the foils is not known. The efficiency of these foils cannot be determined by 

Kucinski's metbod because the ernitted positronscan escape from the sample and annihilate in the 

air. The range of the positrons in air is about 100 m so the probability that photons which 
annihilate outside the sample, will be detected is negligible. At JET and TFTR dummy Cu samples 

have been measured. A Cu sample that is not activated is placed on the activated Cu sample during 
a measurement to avoid the positrons to annihilate in the air. 

The fact that Cu is not suitable for doing activation measurements at TEXTOR does not mean that Cu 

cannot be used at other tokamaks. With the neutron production growing, the influence of the 

background radiation will be reduced and Cu could be a suitable material for activation 

measurements. 

Si is the best material to determine the 14.1 MeV neutron yield at TEXTOR. For triton burn-up 
deterrnination, the compound sample In/Si bas been used. The 14.1 Me V neutron yield from D0 beam 
heated discharges varies in the range of 1010 

- 1011 neutrons at TEXTOR. The triton burn-up is about 
0.050%. Si measurements have also been used to calibrate the Y/Ce compound sample. 
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Using the compound sample Y/Ce the time-integrated triton burn-up can be determined in one 

measurement. Sample recycling is feasable because of the short half-lives of both the Y and Ce y 
deeays. Y bas been ealibrated using the Neu4 neutron counters. 

The triton burn-up dependenee on both the plasma current lp and the D0 beam heating power bas been 

investigated. The triton burn-up inereases if lp becomes higher. For a good triton confmement the 

plasma current must be high. The power of the D injection seems not to affect the triton burn-up. 

The eonelusions of the triton burn-up dependenee are very crude estimations. The slowing-down time 

cannot be measured beeause of the too low 14.1 Me V neutron production at TEXTOR and must be 
caleulated. The values of ne, Te and Ti are ignored. Mueh more measurements are needed to deterrnine 

the influenee of those plasma parameters. 
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44. Automatisation system for data recording of activation measurements 
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45. Automatisation system for data recording of activation measurements 

A2. Description of the me as urement design 

A2.1. Date and time registration 

In fig. Al the fundamental conneetion between the date and time recording components are given. 

The microprocessor M6303 (J..LP) with the programm CLOCK.BIN is connected to the PC by a serlal 

port RS232. On the PC the programm CLOCK.EXE has to be started to serve the J..LP. The J..LP records 

all signa! changes at the entries of the TEXTOR timing signals Tl and T2 and the MCA signals Ml 

and M2. Tl is the signa! which is generated 21 seconds before the start of a TEXTOR discharge T2 

(t0), lasting 2-3 seconds. There is another signa! about 42 s before the shot, which announces that shot. 
This signa! is not registrated. 

Tl T2 
-42 -21 0 0.5 t 

offset [s] 
fig. A2: time scale of a TEXTOR shot 

The collect signals from the MCA are represented by MIE, MlA, M2E and M2A. The numbers 1 and 

2 represent the detectors, HPGe and GeLi respectivily and the characters A and E the beginning (t2) 

and the end (t3) of a measurement. The data is recorded in MCA.DAT. 

A2.2. Automatisation programmes 

For our measurements two PCs are needed. PC 1 serves the pneumatic transport system which carries 

the sample into the irradiation position. On PC 2 two programs for the spectrum recording must be 

run at the same time, one for the GeLi- and another one for the HPGe- detector. In these programmes 
the data needed for the yield determination is recorded included the beginning and en ding times of the 

measurement. These programmes consist of 5 programmes executing successively, link.ed up in a 
batch data. The program akt.exe is needed for the automatic registration of the shot data as the shot 

number, the activated sample and the beginning of the shot. 
The time registration in the autornatisation programs and the JlP happen to be made by different 

clocks. Therefore sort programs are necessary to replace the false pc-times recorded by the 

automatisation programs by the true times in MCA.DAT. In fig. A3 an outline is given for the 

automatisation programmes needed for a normal and in fig. A4 for a shot-to-shot program. The 

descriptions of the used bat data are also given. 



A3. Programmes and data for a normal shot programme 

akt.exe 
L...-___ ___,shot number 

hpge.bat 

geli.bat 

sample 
capsule 
pc-t1 

spectrumname 
sample 
detector 
pulse frequency 
pulse energy 
pc-t2 

pc-t3 
DZ 

mcaddmy.dat t-

spcddmy.dat 

hpcddmy.dat 

gpcddmy.dat 

LT, TT, integral 

sdmmdyxx .spe 
1-------+1 

spgan.exe 

123.exe 

ddmmyy.wk3 

aktsort.exe 1---~ 

hsort.exe I--

r-J 

~ 

~ 

t--

I---
gsort.exe 

Fig. A3: Out/ine ofthe automatisation programmesfora normal shot programme 

sddmy.dat -

mddmy.dat r-

pddmy.dat I--



47. Automatisation system for data recording of activation measurements 

hpge.bat 

startcl.exe - initialisation of the DZ with tpe value 0. 

- DZ starts counting when the measurement is started. 

vorhpge.exe - recording: sample, pulse frequency and measurement number in vh.dat. 

- requirement: starting the measurement (collect-in on MCA). 

- recording pc-time and date for measurement begin in vh.dat. 

endhpge.exe - datatransfer from vb.dat into eh.dat. 

- automatic recording of the spectrumname in eh.dat. 

- protocollation: pulse energy. 

- requirement: ending the measurement (collect-out on MCA) 

- recording pc-time and date for measurement end in eh.dat. 

readhpge.exe - data transfer from eh.dat into hpcddmy.dat. 

- recording of DZ in hpcddmy.dat. 

ganaas.exe - spectrum transfer from MCA to disk. 

geli.bat 

startc2.exe, vorgeli.exe, endgeli.exe, readgeli.exe, ganaas.exe as in hpge.bat. 



A4. Programmes and datafora shot-to-shot programme 

ftp.exe sn.dat 

akt.exe spcddmy .dat aktsort.exe sddmy.dat 
shotnumber 
sample 
capsule 
pc.:to 

j delay.exe 

ftp.exe ftp2.dat 
offset 
shotlength 
BF3M 
He3 
Neu4 to 

clock.exe mcaddmy.dat 

hpge.bat hpcddmy.dat hsort.exe 
spectrumname 
sample 
detector 
pulse frequency 
pulse energy mddmy.dat 
pc-t2 
pc-t3 
DZ 

geli.bat gpcddmy .dat gsort.exe 

L T, TT, integral 

sdddmyxx.spe spgan.exe pddmy.dat 

yield.exe 

yddmy.dat 

Fig. A4: Outline ofthe automatisation programmesfora shot-to-shot programme 



49. Automatisation system for data recording of activatien measurements 

schuss.bat 

ftpl.exe - recording of the shotnumber from the V AX. system into sn.dat. 

akt.exe - datatransport from sn.dat into spcddmy.dat. 

- protocollation: sample. 

- requirement: press <ENTER> after 'Startjetzt' signal. 

- recording pc-time and date in spcddmy.dat. 

delay.exe - start ftp2.exe in 30 seconds. 

ftp2.exe - recording offset, shotlength, BF3M, He3, Neu4 into ftp2.dat. 

clock.exe - recording to in mca.dat. 

aktsort.exe - replacement of pc-times by times recorded by clock.exe. 

shpge.bat 

startcl.exe, vorhpge.exe, endhpge.exe, readhpge.exe, ganaas.exe. 

as in bat data for a normal shotpro gram. 

clock.exe - recording t2, h in mca.dat. 

hsort.exe - replacement pc-times by times recorded by clock.exe. 

- datatransfer from hpcddmy.dat into rnddmy.dat. 

spgan.exe - recording of the counts in the y-peaks in pddmy.dat. 

yield.exe - datatransfer from mddmy.dat to yddmy.dat. 

- calculation of the neutron yield. 

sgeli.bat 

startc2.exe, vorgeli.exe, endgeli.exe, readgeli.exe, ganaas.exe, clock.exe, gsort.exe, spgan.exe and 

yield.exe as in shpge.bat. 



50. Automatisation system for data recording of activation measurements 

AS. Directories and subdirectories 

A review of the directories and subdirectories in which the several automatisation programs and the 

therefor necessary datafiles are given: 

c:\ 
akt.exe 

aktsort.exe 

hpge.bat (startcl.exe, vorhpge.exe, endhpge.exe, readhpge.exe, ganaas.exe) 

hsort.exe 

geli.bat (startc2.exe, vorgeli.exe, endgeli.exe, readgeli.exe, vganaas.exe) 

gsort.exe 

spgan.exe 

clock.exe 

c:\o.ktprtl\ 
spcddmy.dat 

c:\o.ktprt2\ 
sddmy.dat 

c:\messprtl\ 
hpcddmy.dat, gpcddmy.dat 

c:\messprt2\ 
rnddmy.dat 

c:\<;pekprog\ 
spgan.exe 

c:\<;pektren\ 
sdddmyxx.spe 

c:\zeitprt\ 
mcaddmy.dat 

c:\dat\ 
zge.dat, vg.dat, eg.dat, zhp.dat, vh.dat, eh.dat 



51. Triton hum-up dependenee on I 

App. B: Triton burn-up dependenee on IJl 

Bl: Y/Ce measurements 

l_p Shot NI shotlength N e T e burnup ± 
[MW] [s] [E+ 19] [keV] [%] 

357 67087 0,65 4 5,1 1,2 0,043% 29,4 
357 67091 0,69 4 4,6 1,3 0,064% 24,4 
357 67093 0,69 4 4,3 1,1 0,046% 34,2 
358 67072 0,58 4 3,7 1,6 0,037% 34,9 
358 67079 0,58 4 4,3 1,4 0,072% 21,8 

408 67149 2,16 4 5,7 1,1 0,040% 19,9 
409 67144 2,15 4 6,2 1,0 0,037% 19,6 
411 67126 1 '15 2,7 5,6 1,1 0,057% 22,6 
411 67129 1,16 4 5,7 1,1 0,061% 17,2 
411 67132 1,13 2,7 5,8 1,1 0,049% 25,8 
411 67138 1,14 2,7 6,3 0,6 0,064% 18,9 
411 67141 2,16 4 6,2 0,9 0,057% 15,7 
412 67123 1,04 4 3,8 1,6 0,049% 22,4 
413 67135 1,14 4 5,3 1,3 0,064% 16,5 

473 66752 0,61 2,7 5,2 1,7 0,057% 28,2 
474 66763 0,72 3,7 5,8 1,6 0,063% 18,0 
475 66766 0,90 2,1 6,0 1,7 0,073% 15,9 
477 66787 2,56 3,7 3,6 2,0 0,066% 11,9 
478 66791 2,58 3,8 6,9 1,4 0,0~9% 14,0 
478 66795 2,50 4,3 3,8 . 1,7 0,076% 12,0 
479 66778 2,16 3,7 4,5 1,7 0,069% 13,6 

484 66246 0,84 2,7 6,4 1,2 0,060% 24,2 
486 66208 0,49 2,7 5,4 1,4 0,065% 24,9 
487 66215 0,70 2,7 6,2 1,3 0,085% 19,4 
487 66216 0,71 2,7 6,3 1,4 0,058% 23,6 

Table Bl: Y/Ce measurements usedfor the determination of the triton bum-up dependenee on lp. 
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Fig. BI: Triton bum-up versus lp by Y/Ce measurements with hearing power about 0, 70 MW. 
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Fig. B2: Triton buril-up versus lp by Y/Ce measurements with heating power about 2,16 MW. 
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B2: Si measurements 

I p Shot NI shotlength N_e T e _ burnup ± 
.[MW] [s] [E+ 19] [keV] [%] 

357 67080 0,65 4 4,4 1,1 0,025% 24,1 
357 67085 0,65 4 5,1 1,2 0,045% 20,6 
357 67089 0,65 4 2,9 1,4 0,034% 22,1 
358 67109 0,76 4 5,4 1,0 0,045% 20,3 
359 67106 1,00 4 4,0 1,3 0,061% 17,5 
361 63746 1,38 4,5 4,2 1,3 0,041% 21,8 

409 67143 2,20 4 6,1 1,0 0,047% 16,5 
410 67151 2,18 4 6,0 1,1 0,037% 18,0 
411 67124 1,14 4 5,3 1,5 0,053% 16,6 
411 67130 1,11 4 5,9 0,9 0,058% 18,1 
412 67127 1,14 4 3,9 1,4 0,059% 16,6 
412 67133 1,16 4 4,9 1,3 0,060% 16,4 
412 67137 1,10 4 4,8 1,2 0,069% 16,7 
412 67142 1,16 4 6,0 0,8 0,053% 16,9 
412 67147 1,21 4 6,0 0,7 0,051% 17,5 

473 66755 0,65 2,7 5,4 1,7 0,052% 20,6 
473 66788 2,61 2,2 3,4 1,9 0,080% 15,7 
474 66767 0,91 2 6,0 1,6 0,070% 17,4 
475 66757 0,66 2,7 3,0 1,5 0,067% 19,4 
475 66792 2,55 3,7 6,4 1,5 0,068% 15,5 
475 66796 2,50 3,7 6,2 1,5 0,061% 16,1 
476 66764 0,78 3,7 6,0 1,7 0,075% 17,0 
478 66760 0,69 2,7 4,4 1,6 0,080% 18,5 
479 66807 1,67 3,4 6,4 1,3 . 0,072% 16,1 

486 66234 0,84 2,7 6,9 1,3 0,080% 18,6 
486 66241 0,83 2,7 6,6 1,3 0,079% 19,0 
487 66238 0,87 2,7 5,7 1,3 0,099% 17,5 

Table B2: Si measurements usedfor the detennination ofthe triton bum-up dependenee on lp. 
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Fig. B3: Triton bum-up versus lp by Si measurements with heating power about 1,00 MW. 
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55. Material constants 

App. C: Material constants 

Calibration factor He3: 3.86-109 ± 8% 
Calibration factor Neu4: 1.75·108 ± 8 % 

Cu [Smm ]: T~ [s] · 583,8 ±0.2% 
E ( geli) 0.0302 ± 1.38 % 
E ( hpge) 0.0299 ± 1.38 % 
cr [mb] 462.7 ± 1.5% 

<i>eff [ cm'2] 3.01-10'6 ± 8% 

p 1.96±0.50% 

In [ 1 mm ]: T~ [s] 16149.6 ± 0.09 % 
E ( geli) 0.0584 ± 1.0 % 
E ( hpge) 0.0615 ± 1.0% 
cr [mb] 340.5 ± 1.5% 

<i'eff [ cm'2] 5.1·10'6 ± 8% 

p 1.96±0.50% 

Si [ 5 mm ]: T~ [s] 134,4 ± 0.013% 
E ( hpge) 0.0102 ± 3.0% 
cr [mb] 279±4.0% 
<i'eff [ cm-2

] 3.46-10'6 ± 8% 

p 1.0± 0.1% 

Y [ Y/Ce ]: T~ [s] 16.1 ± 0.25% 
k ( hpge) 5.02-1031 ± 1.9 % 

p 0.991 ± 0.04% 

Ce [ Y/Ce ]: T~ [s] 56.4±0.85% 
k ( hpge) 1.58-1031 ± 6.6% 

p 0.925 ± 0.32 % 

Composition Y/Ce samples: Y/Ce-1: my = 0.41 ± 0.03 [g] IIlce = 13.15 ± 0.03 [g] 
my = 0.37 ± 0.03 [g] IIlce = 13.76 ± 0.03 [g] Y/Ce-2: 


